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Abstract
The influence of the φ-meson on the nucleon properties in the chiral soliton
model is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Properties of the φ-meson and its photo- and electroproduction are of fundamental inter-
est to CEBAF and its possible future extension. The quark model assigns φ an ss¯ structure,
thus forbidding the radiative decay φ → pi0γ. Experimentally it is also found to be sup-
pressed, yielding a branching fraction of 1.3 × 10−3. However, φ → ρpi and φ → pi+pi−pi0
are not suppressed at all. Thus, it is possible to incorporate the widths of these decays
into the framework of the chiral soliton model [1], by making use of a specific model for the
compliance with the OZI rule. Such a model is, for example, the ω − φ mixing model [2].
Consequence of this in the context of a chiral soliton model, which builds on the piρωa1(f1)
meson effective Lagrangian [1], is the content of this report.
II. RESULTS
We summarize, in Table 1, nucleon observables computed in our chiral soliton model,
with and without the φ-decay constraints put in, by using the picture [2]
φphysical = φ+ εω (1)
where
φ = ss¯, ω = 1√
2
(uu¯+ dd¯), (2)
and ε is determined from the flavor SU(3) mass splitting,
ε = 0.060± 0.014. (3)
We notice that the phenomenological outcome, for the soliton properties is worse, for all
soliton properties under consideration, except mass of the soliton, when we take into account
the φ- decay properties, in Model B. The nucleon properties computed here are the leading
order ones in the (Nc)
−1 expansion, Nc being the number of colors in QCD.
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III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Our attempt to include the φ- decay properties in the chiral soliton model makes nucleon
properties almost universally worse, if we take the picture of φ, discussed above, for the
protection of the OZI rule. This is not a failure of the chiral soliton model, but an indication
that the OZI rule, in general, and its influence on the φ decays, in particular, are not
understood at present, despite many brave attempts [3]. The Wess-Zumino-Witten sector of
the chiral soliton model is sensitive to the way we preserve this rule.
Thus, in the context of nucleon structure, the φ-physics here offers a reminder that we are
far from solving the problem of strange quark contents in ordinary (supposedly non-strange)
hadrons. We need to understand the phi properties a great deal better. CEBAF I and II
could help in this enterprise.
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TABLES
TABLE I. Nucleon observables calculated in our chiral soliton model. Model A has no φ- decay
constraint, B does. Notations are standard and units are obvious.
MH gA gpiNN µV < r >
I=0
E < r >
I=1
M rA σ
A 1379 0.90 13.30 2.06 0.91 0.92 0.62 43.5
B 1070 0.59 6.74 1.22 0.72 0.76 0.45 23.0
Exp. 939 1.26 13.45 2.35 0.79 0.87 0.63 45
±1 ±0.01 ±0.05 ±0.00 ±0.01 ±0.07 0.03 ±10
5
